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Almost Half of U.S. Babies Born to Unmarried Parents
January 24th, 2019

There’s a growing trend in the United States for babies to be born out of wedlock, according to an article in the New York Post. Unmarried parents now
account for 40 percent of births, as compared to 10 percent in … Read More…
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3 Reasons Why Postnuptial Agreements are on the Rise
September 1st, 2016

Interesting trends develop periodically in the field of matrimonial law, and one such current trend is the increasing popularity of postnuptial agreements.
“Postnups” are the not-so-distant cousin of the more well-known prenuptial agreements, and we have seen an increasing number … Read More…
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On Cancer, the DA’s Office, and Never Living Scared
June 30th, 2016

I am often asked what has made me such an effective family law trial attorney and litigator. After recently giving the question some thought, it occurs to
me that there are three vital elements to my success. Over the years, … Read More…
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Know PA Wiretapping Law: Think Before You Record Your Ex
April 14th, 2016

In Pennsylvania, it is illegal to record a conversation unless both parties consent to the recording. Section 5703 of the Pennsylvania Wiretapping and
Electronic Surveillance Control Act provides that if one party intentionally intercepts, endeavors to intercept or procures any … Read More…
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6 Ways the Supreme Court Decision Impacts the Lives of Same-Sex Couples
July 6th, 2015

On June 26, 2015, the United States Supreme Court ruled that the Constitution guarantees a right to same-sex marriage. As a result, states cannot keep
same-sex couples from marrying and must recognize their unions. Prior to the decision, same-sex marriage … Read More…
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The First Step Is Always the Hardest
February 20th, 2015

Marital strife often exists for many years before one person is ready to make the first step of contacting a divorce attorney. This first step is one that is
filled with every emotion in the spectrum. Virtually all potential clients … Read More…
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Happy New Year from Williams Family Law!
January 8th, 2015

The attorneys and staff of Williams Family Law would like to wish all of our clients, colleagues and friends a Happy New Year! Another year at Williams
Family Law has passed and the attorneys and staff are even more energized … Read More…
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